Genetic mapping of the distribution of minima on the potential energy surface of disordered systems.
We show that genetic algorithms and energy minimizations in combination provide a highly efficient tool for mapping low-energy minima on the erratic and complex potential-energy surfaces of grossly disordered materials. The distribution of energy minima mimics with sufficient accuracy the low-energy portion of the parent distribution of minima and allows accurate calculation of configurational Boltzmann averaged structural and thermodynamic properties in cases where a small fraction of the minima is thermally accessible. The distribution of energy minima obtained using genetic algorithms is biased, and consequently the properties converge slowly at high temperatures. In contrast, an optimized set of a few randomly chosen configurations provides a statistical representable selection for the accurate calculation of configurational-averaged properties at high temperatures, but gives a poor description of the low-energy portion of minima. Thus the properties calculated using the random algorithm are hampered by the presence of systematic errors in cases where a small fraction of the minima is thermally accessible. The inherently slow convergence of both the genetic algorithm and the random selection at intermediate temperatures is tackled by combining the lower fraction of the distribution of minima obtained using genetic algorithms with the intermediate and upper fraction from the random (nonbiased) selection of configurations. For this purpose we introduce a cut-and-scale-type scheme. The resulting combined distribution allows accurate calculation of properties at all temperatures.